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Abstract

Drug resistant pathogens are one of the key public health challenges of the 21st century. There is a widespread belief that resistance is best managed by using drugs to rapidly eliminate target pathogens from patients so as to minimize the probability that pathogens acquire resistance de novo. Yet strong drug pressure imposes intense selection in favor of resistance through alleviation of competition with wild-type populations. Aggressive chemotherapy thus generates opposing evolutionary forces which together determine the rate of drug resistance emergence. Identifying treatment regimens which best retard resistance evolution while maximizing health gains and minimizing disease transmission requires empirical analysis of resistance evolution in vivo in conjunction with measures of clinical outcomes and infectiousness. Using rodent malaria in laboratory mice, we found that less aggressive chemotherapeutic regimens substantially reduced the probability of onward transmission of resistance (by 150-fold), without compromising health outcomes. Our experiments suggest that there may be cases where resistance evolution can be managed more effectively with treatment regimens other than those which reduce pathogen burdens as fast as possible.

Introduction

At the end of his 1945 Nobel Prize lecture, Alexander Fleming warned of the dangers of drug resistance and proclaimed that “if you use penicillin, use enough” [1]. Only by killing all bacteria in an infection, he asserted, could drug resistance be prevented. Today, this remains standard thinking [2–12]. The philosophy is that aggressive chemotherapy minimizes the probability that pathogens acquire resistance by de novo mutations or lateral transfer of genetic material: dead bugs can’t evolve. It is why physicians frequently exhort patients to finish drug courses even after they no longer feel sick [13]. Yet the rate of adaptive evolution is determined by the available genetic variation and the strength of selection [14]. This means that the rate of spread of resistance alleles within a host or within a host population is a function not only of the rate at which resistance alleles arise but also of the strength of selection acting on them. This selection acts both within the host when a genetic event conferring resistance first occurs, and then subsequently as resistance spreads in a host population. And all else being equal, increasing drug pressure will increase the strength of selection. Consequently, aggressive treatment regimens - those aimed at eliminating all pathogens as fast as possible by, for instance, sufficiently high drug dose or long treatment duration - are a double-edged sword for resistance management [15]. Aggressive chemotherapy can retard the evolution of resistance by reducing pathogen population sizes and hence the chances of high-level resistance arising de novo. But in an infection which already contains drug-resistant pathogens, either by de novo mutation, lateral transfer, or by transmission from other hosts, aggressive chemotherapy will rapidly eliminate drug-susceptible competitors, thus powering the very evolution it is designed to inhibit.

Quite how these opposing evolutionary forces combine to affect the rate of resistance evolution in any particular host-parasite system is unclear. Yet without understanding that, it is impossible to determine whether Fleming’s rule (or others, like ‘hit hard and hit fast’ [7]) are in fact sound resistance management strategies. This is particularly critical where toxicity or cost considerations place upper bounds on how much drug pressure can be applied, or where high level resistance is frequently acquired, either de novo or from other people. The question then becomes: among the wide range of drug doses, inter-dose intervals and treatment durations that can achieve the required clinical outcomes, which patient treatment regimen best retards the evolution of resistance? Here we present the first empirical data that shows that these need not be treatment regimens which remove susceptible pathogens as fast as possible.
Author Summary

Drug-resistance is a major public health problem. Conventional wisdom on resistance management is to use aggressive chemotherapy to kill pathogens as rapidly as possible so as to prevent them from acquiring resistance. This is the reason why physicians frequently exhort patients to finish drug courses even after they no longer feel sick. However, this approach is based on the notion that we need only prevent new resistant mutants from arising. We hypothesize that in the situation where such mutants are already present at the time of treatment, more aggressive chemotherapy will select for those the fastest by rapidly killing all sensitive competitors. Here we demonstrate in a rodent malaria model that such selection indeed occurs more intensely following aggressive treatment than following less aggressive treatment, without any benefit to host health or infectivity. This suggests that aggressive chemotherapy will not be the best way to retard resistance evolution in some - perhaps many circumstances. We suggest that an evidence-based approach across a wide range of infectious diseases is needed to manage resistance evolution.

The reasoning is as follows. Resistant strains generally reach appreciable densities in infected patients only once drug treatment is employed. This implies that resistant pathogens are competitively suppressed by susceptible pathogens in the absence of drug treatment, and that the removal of susceptible pathogens by chemotherapy causes resistant pathogen populations to expand, a process we have termed ‘competitive release’, borrowing from the ecological literature [16]. We define competition very broadly to mean any negative effect of the presence of susceptible pathogens on the population of resistant pathogens; other authors have called this ‘clonal interference’ [17,18]. Competition could be resource-based exploitation competition, interference competition, or immune-mediated apparent competition [19]. Competitive release can generate very substantial relative and absolute fitness gains for resistant pathogens [20–25]. In acute rodent malaria infections, for example, competitive release can lead to greatly enhanced transmission of resistant parasites [16,26–28]. These data suggest that resistance might be better managed by using ‘lighter touch’ treatment regimens, regimens which do not clear pathogens as fast as possible; in effect, maintaining susceptible parasites in an infection for longer to suppress resistant populations [15,27–29].

For this hypothesis to be viable, there are four requirements. First, from the resistance management perspective, 1) reducing drug pressure must reduce the extent of competitive release of resistant parasites, with the consequence that, 2) less aggressive treatment reduces the onward transmission of resistant pathogens. However, resistant management strategies are only of interest if they also achieve clinical and public health gains. Therefore, we would also require that 3) less aggressive treatment regimens do not increase host infectiousness, and 4) that less aggressive treatment regimens generate improvements in host health which are as good or better than those generated by aggressive chemotherapy.

So far as we are aware, these four requirements have never been tested simultaneously for any infectious agent in vivo. Here we report such a test using Plasmodium chabaudi in laboratory mice. The results show that in this biological model, lighter touch regimens better contain already existing resistant parasites than aggressive treatment, without compromising host health.

Results

We inoculated mice with a mixture of drug-resistant and drug-susceptible parasites, whereby resistant parasites were numerically dominated by the susceptible ones, as would occur in the initial spreading phase of resistant mutants. In experiment 1, a ratio of $10^4$ resistant to susceptible parasites was administered. To mimic the rarity of a de novo mutational event, a ratio of close to $10^7$ resistant to susceptible parasites was established in experiment 2 by seeding ~25 resistant parasites at peak susceptible parasitaemia (Fig. 1, Table 1). We then treated these infections with the anti-malarial drug pyrimethamine on day 6 post-infection (PI) with either an aggressive treatment regimen (8 mg/kg for 5 or 7 days) or ‘lighter touch’ treatment regimens (on just the first day of treatment, that same daily dose, or half of it, regimens we call ‘moderate’ and ‘light’ respectively, see Table 1). Lighter touch regimens we chose to test were derived from analysis of a mathematical model of within-host parasite dynamics.

When infections containing drug-resistant and drug-susceptible parasites were untreated, resistant parasites barely grew to appreciable densities above PCR detection threshold (Fig. 1AB). In fact, when resistant parasites were at densities close to de novo mutations, they were almost never detected in untreated infections (Fig. 1B). With increasing drug pressure, both the likelihood and the intensity of relapsing resistant parasites increased, so there were more parasites overall (Fig. 1C–J, Figs. S1, S2, S3, S4, S5; mean parasite density, Exp 1: $F_{2,16} = 15$, $p < 0.001$, Exp 2: $F_{2,25} = 29$, $p < 0.001$). As expected, parasite densities of the susceptible parasites were inversely related to the drug pressure (Fig. S6). Thus, our data show that competitive release is a positive function of drug pressure (requirement 1).

No resistant transmission stages were detected in untreated infections (except in one sample from one mouse in one experiment; Fig. 2AB, Figs. S3,S5). Increased drug pressure increased the duration of the infectious period for resistant parasites (Fig. 2C–H; Number of gametocyte-positive days, Exp 1: $F_{2,16} = 6.0$, $p = 0.011$, Exp 2: $F_{2,25} = 21$, $p < 0.001$) as well as the density of resistant transmission stages (Fig. 2IJ). Consequently, the probability that resistant parasites would be transmitted increased with drug pressure (Fig. 3, probability of resistant transmission, Exp 1: $F_{2,16} = 7.5$, $p = 0.006$, Exp 2: $F_{2,25} = 34$, $p < 0.001$). The probability of resistant parasites infecting mosquitoes was negligible following light touch treatment and increased 162-fold following aggressive treatment (Fig. 3AB). Hence, the probability of onward transmission of resistant parasites is a positive function of drug pressure (requirement 2).

Aggressively treated infections were also the most infectious overall as there were more asexual parasites to produce transmission stages (Fig. 3C–D, Fig. S7; probability of overall transmission, Exp 1: $F_{2,22} = 4.3$, $p = 0.001$, Exp 2: $F_{3,31} = 30$, $p < 0.001$). Susceptible parasites did not contribute substantially to the overall post-treatment infectiousness in the higher dose treatments, but dominated in the light touch treatment and untreated infections (Figs. S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8). Thus, overall infectiousness (transmission of parasites of either strain) was also a positive function of drug pressure (requirement 3).

Mice that did not receive drug treatment were the most anemic and lost the most body mass compared to drug-treated infections. However, more aggressive drug treatment did not result in more favorable host health outcomes compared to lighter touch treatment (Fig. 4). In experiment 1, aggressive treatment caused a higher body weight loss and anemia during the acute phase possibly due to drug toxicity. Additionally, aggressive treatment had a negative downstream effect by causing a prominent
secondary bout of anemia caused by relapsing resistant parasites. Such secondary anemia bouts were to a lesser extent also observed in some of the other drug-treated groups (Fig. 4, top panels). Thus, less aggressive treatment regimens generated health outcomes at least as good as those generated by aggressive chemotherapy (requirement 4).

Discussion

The stronger the strength of selection, the more rapid is the spread of a favored allele. This means that, all else equal, reducing drug use will slow the evolution of resistance in a population, thus prolonging the useful lifespan of a drug. This is why over-the-counter antibiotic sales are banned in many countries, why there are numerous policies aimed at ensuring drugs are used only when the target pathogen is present, and why there are calls to remove antibiotics from animal feed [3,30]. Our experiments show the same thinking can apply within hosts. We found that increasing drug pressure in vivo led to larger populations of resistant parasites with an increased likelihood of onward transmission. Lighter touch regimens gave better resistance management, consistent with the hypothesis that when resistant pathogens are present, aggressive chemotherapy need not best manage resistance evolution. Given this, we suggest that the use of aggressive chemotherapy needs very careful justification.

The most obvious justification is patient need: in many cases, host health improves more rapidly with increasingly aggressive chemotherapy. But at least in our animal model, these gains can

![Figure 1. Selection of resistant parasites increases with drug pressure.](https://example.com/figure1.png)
rapidly saturate. Aggressive treatment generated additional selection for resistance without additional health gains or additional reductions in infectiousness (Figs. 1–4). In clinical trials, shorter antibiotic regimens can be as effective as long-course regimens [31–37]. There is clearly scope in at least some cases for using lighter touch chemotherapy without compromising patient or public health. Where clinical requirements do demand aggressive chemotherapy, evolutionary mismanagement may be an unavoidable side effect. In such situations, it may be critical to use alternate strategies such as combination therapy and transmission-blocking measures to retard the resulting resistance evolution.

There are also circumstances where aggressive chemotherapy can be justified as a resistance management strategy. This is Fleming’s thinking: use enough drug pressure to eliminate mutational inputs into the system, thus reducing the probability resistance will emerge in a patient. This can work but it is a risky gambit as the reductions in the probability of resistance arising de novo accrue only by imposing extremely potent selection for the very resistance it is intended to prevent (Figs. 1–2). In our experiments, aggressive treatment was very effective at finding parasites with high level resistance when they were very rare, indeed close to the frequency of a de novo mutational event, and getting them to densities which were both transmissible and detrimental to host health (Figs. 1–4).

Fleming’s advice is unambiguously sound only in situations which are not the main challenge for resistance management. If sufficient drug pressure can be applied to eliminate all pathogens, wild-types and mutants, resistance evolution can be prevented [7,10,38–41]. But then there is no evolutionary problem to solve: the drug will work forever provided that adequate doses are always administered. The resistance management challenge arises only when the realities of toxicity and cost impose upper bounds on the drug pressure that can be brought to bear. It is the pathogens which can survive those upper bounds—those with high level resistance—which undermine the therapeutic utility of a drug, and can render it clinically useless. Once there is a finite probability that parasites can acquire high-level resistance, Fleming’s dogma may or may not be correct. This is so even if aggressive chemotherapy successfully kills pathogens with intermediate levels of resistance. Removing these mutational stepping stones can decrease the probability that high level resistance will arise de novo, but unless that probability is zero, aggressive chemotherapy can reduce or enhance the probability of full resistance emerging.

Again, this is because the probability of resistance emergence is a function of both the probability that a genetic event conferring high level resistance occurs and the strength of selection acting on any which do.

The best way to prevent resistance emergence depends on the relative magnitude of both these forces. Estimating those is a non-trivial problem in applied evolutionary biology, not least because the nature of the within-host ecology and the probability of acquiring resistance by mutational or lateral gene transfer will be very disease and context-specific—and hard to estimate before high-level resistance arises. Worse, the relevant probabilities are not static. Even when aggressive chemotherapy does minimize the probability de novo resistance occurs, it may become less than optimal for individual patients once high level resistance is established and spreading in the population. For instance, in Estonia and Cuba, more than 90% of patients acquire their drug resistant TB from the community [42]. Similarly, chloroquine became ineffective against malaria in Africa not as a result of frequent de novo resistant mutations, but because the highly resistant progeny of an Asian parasite spread across the entire African continent [43,44]. In such cases, it is unclear that continuing to treat patients as if de novo resistance is the main threat is best either for the patient or for slowing the evolution which undermines the utility of the drugs involved.

Our data suggest that there may be situations where resistance evolution can be managed more effectively with treatment regimens other than those which reduce pathogen burdens as fast as possible. A related argument has been made in the context of resistance management in cancer [45–47]. The same logic also applies when choosing drugs for multidrug treatments against both cancer and infections. Drug combinations can be synergistic or antagonistic depending on whether pathogen inhibition is more or less inhibitory than the component drugs. Synergistic combinations are in effect more aggressive treatment, and at least against bacteria in vitro, these accelerate the evolution of resistance [48,49].

We think those data, and the data we report here, demonstrate the need for an evidence-based approach to identifying patient treatment regimens which best manage resistance management without compromising clinical outcomes. As we have emphasized elsewhere [15], the appropriate thing to do will almost certainly vary, likely depending among other things on the drug, the pathogen, the host, clinical need, the pharmacokinetics involved, the phenotypic response of pathogens to chemotherapy, the efficacy of natural immunity, and the probability that high level

Table 1. Experimental setup of mixed infection of experiments 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Treatment duration (days)</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Clone R:S ratio</th>
<th>Mice inoculated (in analysis)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 1</td>
<td>Untreated</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$10^3:10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 mg/kg</td>
<td>$10^3:10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 mg/kg</td>
<td>$10^3:10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aggressive</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8 mg/kg</td>
<td>$10^3:10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 2</td>
<td>Untreated</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\sim10^3:10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 mg/kg</td>
<td>$\sim10^3:10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 mg/kg</td>
<td>$\sim10^3:10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aggressive</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8 mg/kg</td>
<td>$\sim10^3:10^9$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Infections were initiated with a mixture of resistant and susceptible parasites with the specified R:S ratio inoculum on day 0 (Experiment 1) or with $10^6$ susceptible parasites on day 0 and $\sim25$ resistant parasites on day 5 (Experiment 2). Number of mice at the start of the experiment is given, with the number used in the analysis (after exclusion based on infection establishment and mortality; see Materials and Methods for details) in brackets.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003578.t001
resistance is present before treatment starts. We will be rather surprised if there prove to be simple generalities for the resistance management challenges which arise when there are limits to how much drug pressure can be applied, and when resistance to those drug concentrations can arise. Of course, we cannot test that proposition from our experiments with one animal model and one drug, let alone make clinical recommendations. There is a large knowledge gap and a need for many more experiments which analyze \textit{in vivo} the fate of resistant pathogens together with measures of clinical outcome and infectiousness, as we have done. Only with such data will it become possible to determine when Fleming’s advice to ‘use enough’ best manages resistance evolution. Meanwhile, our data show that Fleming’s advice essentially fights fire with fire. If it falls short for whatever reason, it can promote the very evolution it is intended to retard.

**Materials and Methods**

**Ethics statement**

The study was carried out in strict accordance with the recommendations in the guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health. The protocol was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Pennsylvania State University (Permit Number: 35790).

**Choice of drug regimens**

A mathematical model was utilized in the decision process for choosing drug regimes to test experimentally. The basic model, derived from Mideo et al. [50], is of the following generalized form:

**Figure 2. Density of resistant transmission stages increases with drug pressure.** Gametocyte (transmission stage) dynamics (top four rows) of individual mice in mixed infections of resistant (red lines) and susceptible (black lines) parasites in experiment 1 (left panels) and experiment 2 (right panels) in infections that received no (A,B), light (C,D), moderate (E,F) and aggressive (G,H) treatment. Dots indicate positive counts detected in individual mice on a single day, grey bars show timing and duration treatment. Bottom row: Mean gametocyte dynamics from experiment 1 (I) and experiment 2 (J) of resistant parasites for each treatment group (legend). Data are means (± s.e.m.) with sample sizes (n, number of mice) as in subplots. Note experiments 1 and 2 have a different duration of the experiment and gametocyte samples were only taken from day 10 onwards in experiment 2.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003578.g002
\[ P_S(t+1) = f_S(P_S(t), N(t)) \]
\[ P_R(t+1) = f_R(P_R(t), N(t)) \]
\[ N(t+1) = g(N(t - \tau)) - h_S(P_S(t), N(t)) - h_R(P_R(t), N(t)) \]

where \( P_S, P_R \) and \( N \) track the daily densities of drug-susceptible parasites, drug-resistant parasites and host red blood cells. The functions \( f_S \) and \( f_R \) describe the process of red blood cell invasion by parasites as well as the production of progeny parasites within an infected cell. The functions \( h_S \) and \( h_R \) account for the loss of red blood cells due to infection. In both cases, the subscripts denote the fact that while the functions are the same, they take on unique parameter values for each parasite strain (estimated by maximum likelihood procedures described in Mideo et al. [50]). The function \( g \) describes the daily production of new red blood cells which depends on red blood cell density \( \tau \) days earlier to account for the maturation time of blood cell precursors. Details of model assumptions, derivations and functional forms are in Mideo et al. [50].

Drug activity was superimposed on the model described above. Phenomenologically, anti-malarial drug action can be described as operating via a threshold mechanism – above a threshold drug concentration, a given proportion of susceptible parasites are killed and below the threshold, there is no effect of drugs [51]. The length of time that the within-host drug concentration is above this threshold and thus how long the drug-induced parasite decline continues depends on dose, dosing interval and duration of treatment. This was shown to be true for pyrimethamine against \( P. \) chabaudi in mice [52]. Using those data we estimated how drug dose affects the duration of 'drug activity'. The number of additional days (beyond the inoculation days) of drug activity, \( a \), is given by

\[ a = 3.557 - 2.586 \left(1 + e^{8.821 + b}\right) \]

where \( b \) is the drug dose in mg/kg. We also estimated that each day of drug activity results in a 94% decline in susceptible parasite numbers.

In the absence of drug treatment, the dynamics of the two parasite strains and the host red blood cells are governed by the basic competition model. In the presence of drugs (on days drugs are administered +a days after), the density of drug-susceptible parasites on the next day is a simple linear function of the current density.
density. Thus, $P_S(t+1) = 0.06 P_S(t)$, while the rest of the system remains unaltered. Using this approach, we were able to qualitatively capture the outcome of competition experiments between drug-susceptible and drug-resistant malaria parasite clones in the presence of drugs, with conventional drug treatment (a dose of 8 mg/kg for 4 days starting at the onset of disease symptoms) and with different initial ratios of susceptible to resistant parasites. This model was used to predict the effects of different drug regimens on the success of the drug-resistant parasite clone within a host. The treatment regimens which were predicted to result in substantially different infection dynamics and the best potential for suppressing the resistant parasites were included in the experiment (Figure S9).

**Experimental methods**

Two experiments (Table 1) were initiated with *Plasmodium chabaudi* drug-susceptible clone A$J_{5p}$ and pyrimethamine-resistant clone AS$_{A_{pyr1A}}$ in approximately 8 week old female C57Bl/6 laboratory mice (Charles River Laboratories). Experimental methods are described elsewhere [26]. Infections in experiment 1 were started with a mixed inoculum of $\sim$10 resistant parasites and $10^6$ susceptible parasites and were also either left untreated, or treated with pyrimethamine beginning on day 6 PI. Mice in one half of experiment 2 were inoculated with $10^6$ susceptible parasites on day 0 and subsequently received $\sim$25 resistant parasites five days later, the remaining control mice were sham-injected with uninfected blood on day 0 and subsequently inoculated with $\sim$25 resistant parasites on day 5. Such extremely unequal starting conditions were chosen to generate what we knew from our previous work would be considerable (experiment 1) and overwhelming (experiment 2) competitive suppression of resistant parasites in the absence of chemotherapy [26–28]. Subsequently, these mice were either left untreated, or treated with an aggressive, moderate or light treatment of pyrimethamine one day later (on day 6 post susceptible infection). The pyrimethamine dosages and number of mice in each treatment group of each experiment are given in Table 1. Mice in experiment 1 were sampled daily up to day 21 and three times a week thereafter until day 49. Mice in experiment 2 were sampled daily up to day 28, with gametocyte densities measured from day 10 onwards. Weight, red blood cell density, asexual parasite density (using qPCR) and gametocyte density (using RT-qPCR) of both clones were estimated throughout the course of infection as shown elsewhere [26] with the exception of asexual parasite density estimations in experiment 2, for which the CG1 assay was used [as in 28] instead of the ama-1 assay.

**Statistical analysis**

The geometric mean parasite density over the whole infection period was calculated for clone R. As a measure of transmission potential, the predicted infectiousness was calculated for clone R from day 10 onwards using gametocyte densities in the density-infectivity function for clone R as derived from previous infection experiments [26] which relates gametocyte concentration to parasite prevalence in infected mosquitoes. These probabilities were integrated over time to give predicted proportion of mosquitoes infected over the course of the infection, assuming constant biting rate per day and no change in infectivity over time. Similarly, the overall infectiousness was calculated by combining both the resistant and susceptible gametocyte densities. Additionally, the length of the transmission period of the resistant parasites
was estimated by counting the number of gametocyte positive days for each infection. All analyses were done using analysis of variance in R 2.11.1 on mixed infections only. As explanatory variables, drug treatment regime (aggressive/moderate/light) was used. For overall infectiousness, also untreated infections were included. Several mice were excluded from the analyses due to preterm death or failure to establish an infection. Experiment 1: Six mice failed to become infected with clone R (determined with the absence of detection by qPCR during the entire course of infection), presumably as a result of stochastic loss due to the low inoculum size (but note that, particularly in the untreated infections, there is a probability that this was a result from intense competitive suppression. To be conservative, failure of infection was assumed). Experiment 2: Seven mice died or were euthanized during the course of the infection (from mixed infections: three in untreated group, one in light treatment group, and one in moderate treatment group; of single clone R infections: one in light treatment group, one in moderate treatment group). Kinetics of infections in all mice is shown in Figs. S2 and S3 (Exp 1) and S4 and S5 (Exp 2).

Supporting Information

Figure S1  Parasite dynamics of resistant parasites in single clone infections of experiment 2 following aggressive treatment (dark blue line), moderate treatment (orange line), light treatment (green line) and untreated infections (light blue line). Different drug treatments do not affect the parasite dynamics. Sample sizes as in Table 1. (EPS)

Figure S2  Asexual parasite dynamics of individual mice in experiment 1 with mixed infections of susceptible (black lines) and resistant (red lines) parasites in untreated infections (A–H), and infections that received a light (I–P), moderate (Q–X) and aggressive (Y–AF) drug treatment (for details, see Table 1). Grey areas show timing and duration of treatment. Asterisks indicate mice that were suspected of not having received resistant parasites as a result of stochastic loss due to low inoculation size and were excluded from the analysis (Table 1). (EPS)

Figure S3  Gametocyte dynamics of individual mice in experiment 1 with mixed infections of susceptible (black lines) and resistant (red lines) parasites in untreated infections (A–H), and infections that received a light (I–P), moderate (Q–X) and aggressive (Y–AF) drug treatment (for details, see Table 1). Grey areas show timing and duration of treatment. Asterisks indicate mice that were suspected of not having received resistant parasites as a result of stochastic loss due to low inoculation size and were excluded from the analysis (Table 1). (EPS)

Figure S4  Asexual parasite dynamics of individual mice in experiment 2 with mixed infections of susceptible (black lines) and resistant (red lines) parasites in untreated infections (A–J), and infections that received a light (K–T), moderate (U–AD) and aggressive (AE–AN) drug treatment (for details, see Table 1). Grey areas show timing and duration of treatment. Crosses indicate mice that died or were euthanized during the infection, asterisks indicate mice that had a lower parasite inoculum than intended. These mice were excluded from the analysis (Table 1). (EPS)

Figure S5  Gametocyte dynamics of individual mice in experiment 2 with mixed infections of susceptible (black lines) and resistant (red lines) parasites in untreated infections (A–J), and infections that received a light (K–T), moderate (U–AD) and aggressive (AE–AN) drug treatment (for details, see Table 1). Grey areas show timing and duration of treatment. Crosses indicate mice that died or were euthanized during the infection, asterisks indicate mice that had a lower parasite inoculum than intended. These mice were excluded from the analysis (Table 1). (EPS)

Figure S6  Mean asexual parasite dynamics (A,B) and gametocyte dynamics (C,D) of the susceptible clone under aggressive (dark blue lines), moderate (orange line), light (green line) or no treatment (light blue line) for experiment 1 (left panels) and experiment 2 (right panels). Data are means (± s.e.m.) with sample sizes as in Table 1. Note experiment 1 and 2 have a different duration of experiment. (EPS)

Figure S7  Mean total gametocyte dynamics (susceptible plus resistant gametocytes) in mixed infections under aggressive (dark blue lines), moderate (orange lines), light (green lines) or no treatment (light blue lines) for experiment 1 (A) and experiment 2 (B). Data are means (± s.e.m.) with sample sizes as in Table 1. Note experiment 1 and 2 have a different duration of experiment. (EPS)

Figure S8  Probability of infection from the susceptible clone gametocyte density for experiment 1 (A) and experiment 2 (B) based on an established gametocyte density – infectivity relationship (see Materials and Methods) during the relapse period (day 10–28 PI). Data are means (± s.e.m.) with sample sizes as in Table 1. (EPS)

Figure S9  Drug regimen model simulations (left panels) and experimental data from experiment 2 (right panels) of mixed infections of susceptible (black lines) and resistant (red lines) parasites under aggressive (A,B), moderate (C,D) and light (E,F) treatment regimens. Data in right-hand panels are means (± s.e.m.) with sample sizes as in Table 1. Grey areas demonstrate the timing and duration treatment. Of note is that the model, in contrast to the experimental mice, did not incorporate an immune function to control parasite densities in the later stages of the infection. (EPS)
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